
perch height was recorded for all observed individuals on all 12 islands; in addition, perch
height was recorded for marked individuals on four islands (two experimental, two
control) in July. Islands were visited multiple times but (with a few exceptions) only once
per day. Data were taken for the location at which lizards were first observed; lizards that
apparently were disturbed (that is, that appeared to be moving in response to our
presence) when first seen were not included.

Also before the introductions, we captured lizards (.33mm snout–vent length (svl))
on each island (n ¼ 9–51, 342 total). Hindlimb span (length from insertion of limb in
body wall to tip of claw on the fourth toe) was measured on males. Lizards were
individually marked by injecting elastomer tags (Northwest Marine Technologies)
subdermally in two limb segments. In November, we exhaustively sampled individuals
on each island to recapture marked individuals. We estimated survival proportion as
the fraction of originally marked individuals (that is, marked in May) found during
the November study period, divided by the marginal recapture rate for the last
complete census (see Supplementary Information for details on calculation of this
rate); if this estimate was smaller than the final number actually found, we used the
latter instead.

To measure the effect of curly-tailed lizards on survival selection, we treated the six-
month interval as an episode of selection and calculated standardized selection
gradients20,21,26 separately for each sex on each island. These coefficients were then used as
the data points for subsequent statistical analyses27. We also attempted to calculate
selection gradient coefficients using logistic regression26, but the regression analyses failed
to converge for analyses on several islands, so that estimates could not be obtained. For
females, gradients were calculated only for svl, whereas for males they were calculated (in a
multiple regression) for svl and relative hindlimb length ( ¼ residual of hindlimb length
versus svl using the regression for individuals from all islands (analysis of covariance
detects no heterogeneity of slopes among islands in the relationship between hindlimb
length and svl)). Individuals not recaptured were considered to have died, with the
exception that because of the loss of one of the two marks, the identity of five surviving
females could not be established. On the basis of the frequency of mark loss, we estimate
that one to two individuals in the study may have lost both marks and thus may have been
incorrectly categorized as non-survivors. We measured selection at the intermediate time
of six months, whenmean survival on the islands averaged 45%, because we expected that
this period was long enough for selective differences to become apparent, but not so long
that marked cohorts would have mostly or entirely disappeared, thereby vitiating
measurement of selection.

To test statistically the effect of L. carinatus on A. sagrei traits, we analysed selection
gradient coefficients and mean perch heights from each island (one value per island) with
the null hypothesis that mean values would not differ between experimental and control
populations28,29. We first ran analyses of covariance on each dependent variable using
island area (log transformed) as a covariate. This covariate was deleted from the model
when P . 0.10; it was retained only in the model for male relative hindlimb length.
Because the variance of an estimated regression coefficient is inversely proportional to
sample size, each selection coefficient for a given island was weighted by the number of
individuals measured on that island; the weighting method does not change the degrees of
freedom in the analysis30 and statistical significance at the 0.05 level is the same in
unweighted analyses. All P-values are one-tailed based on a priori hypotheses on the
direction of the effect of L. carinatus on a given variable.
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Two conflicting hypotheses compete to explain how a homing
pigeon can return to its loft over great distances. One proposes
the use of atmospheric odours1 and the other the Earth’s mag-
netic field2–4 in the ‘map’ step of the ‘map and compass’ hypoth-
esis of pigeon homing5. Although magnetic effects on pigeon
orientation6,7 provide indirect evidence for a magnetic ‘map’,
numerous conditioning experiments8 have failed to demonstrate
reproducible responses to magnetic fields by pigeons. This has
led to suggestions that homing pigeons and other birds have no
useful sensitivity to the Earth’s magnetic field9–11. Here we
demonstrate that homing pigeons (Columba livia) can discrimi-
nate between the presence and absence of a magnetic anomaly in a
conditioned choice experiment. This discrimination is impaired
by attachment of a magnet to the cere, local anaesthesia of the
upper beak area, and bilateral section of the ophthalmic branch of
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the trigeminal nerve, but not of the olfactory nerve. These results
suggest thatmagnetoreception (probably magnetite-based) occurs
in the upper beak area of the pigeon. Traditional methods of
rendering pigeons anosmic might therefore cause simultaneous
impairment of magnetoreception so that future orientation
experiments will require independent evaluation of the pigeon’s
magnetic and olfactory systems.

We made a series of modifications to an existing operant
conditioning procedure12 to fulfil two conditions that seem to be
vital for magnetic discrimination learning in non-avian species13–15.
These are that (1) the magnetic stimulus discriminated is a
localized, non-uniform magnetic anomaly superimposed on the
uniform background field of the Earth, and (2) movement by the
experimental subjects is necessary to produce the behavioural
response measured in the experiments. Although this combination
of experimental parameters mitigates against rapid achievement of
powerful discrimination by separating the stimulus, response and
reinforcement in both space and time—compared with standard
key-pecking experiments—failure to fulfil either or both of the
above conditions has characterized all the unsuccessful or irrepro-
ducible attempts to condition pigeons and many other species to
magnetic fields8,12.

Using a Yes–No signal-detection procedure16 (see Supplementary
Methods), four individually trained pigeons were required to
discriminate between the presence and absence of an induced
magnetic field anomaly while freely walking in a wooden tunnel
(Fig. 1). The intensity profile of the anomaly was ‘wave-shaped’
and peaked in the centre of the tunnel at 189 micro tesla (mT)
(background level of 44 mT) with an inclination of 2808 (back-
ground level of 2648). The birds were conditioned to jump onto a
platform at one end of the tunnel when the anomaly was present and
onto an identical platform at the other end of the tunnel when the
anomaly was absent. Choice of the correct platform was rewarded
with food whereas incorrect choices were punished with a time
penalty.

Over 24 consecutive conditioning sessions, the percentage of
correct choices made by the pigeons fell mostly between 55% and
65% (mean of 59.81% with upper and lower 95% confidence limits
58.78% and 60.83%) and occasionally approached 70% (Fig. 2a).
Mean discrimination performance was therefore significantly
greater than the chance level of 50% (P , 0.0001) with the birds

Figure 2 Percentage of correct choices by four individually trained homing pigeons

(P1–P4) discriminating the presence and absence of a magnetic field anomaly over

consecutive daily sessions. The horizontal line at 50% indicates the level of chance

performance. a, Baseline magnetic choice discrimination performance. b, Coil control

sessions with resistors replacing coil load (to test for use of extraneous cues in

discrimination). c, Magnetic impairment sessions in which brass weights (control) or

magnets (SUP for P1 and P2, NUP for P3 and P4) have been attached to the top of the

cere. d, Anaesthetic impairment sessions in which the olfactory mucosa is bathed in a 2%

lignocaine hydrochloride solution, physiological saline (control) or nothing. e, Nerve

sectioning sessions in which sham operations followed by conditioning sessions act as

controls for subsequent bilateral sectioning of the olfactory nerve (NI) and the ophthalmic

branch (V1) of the trigeminal nerve (NV).

Figure 1 Experimental tunnel used in conditioned choice discrimination of magnetic

stimuli. Four individually trained homing pigeons (C. livia) discriminated the presence and

absence of a magnetic field anomaly, which was wave-shaped in its intensity profile and

located centrally in the tunnel (peak intensity and inclination varied from 44 mT to 189mT

and2648 to2808 respectively). The birds were required to mount one of the two feeder

platforms depending on the magnetic field present in the tunnel during a discrete trial.

Correct choices were rewarded with food from a feeder opening in the top of the platform

whereas incorrect choices resulted in a time penalty.
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clearly being able to discriminate the presence and absence of the
magnetic anomaly in the tunnel. Mean discrimination performance
continued to improve (tobs ¼ 9.112, P , 0.001) over the control
sessions of the subsequent impairment experiments (Fig. 2b–e),
reaching 75% after olfactory nerve sectioning (Fig. 2e). This result is
close to the 80% value reported as the upper range of discrimination
performance seen in pigeons for difficult discrimination tasks with
other sensory systems17. Acquisition of discrimination is not evident
in Fig. 2a because the birds had gained extended exposure to the
stimuli and their associated reinforcements while the procedure was
being developed. As a consequence, their percentage of correct
choices abruptly rose above 50% once the final modification to the
discrimination procedure was made that revealed discrimination of
the stimuli by the birds.
To control for the possibility that the birds might use cues from

the apparatus that were unrelated to the magnetic field anomaly, the
birds were tested after substitution of equivalent resistors for the
magnetic coils in the electrical circuit (Fig. 2b). Over ten sessions,
the birds readily discriminated the presence and absence of the
anomaly when the coils were carrying current from the power
supply (sessions 1, 2, 5, 6, 9, 10). In contrast, they failed to make
correct responsesmore than 50%of the timewhen the resistors were
present (sessions 3, 4, 7, 8; Fobs ¼ 266.21, P , 0.0001). Successful
impairment of the pigeons’ magnetic discrimination performance
(see below) also argues against the use of extraneous cues associated
with the experimental apparatus.
Successful discrimination of the anomaly by the birds permitted a

series of impairment experiments to investigate the probable
location and mechanism of the pigeons’ magnetic sense. First,
small but strong rare-earth magnets (NdFeB cylinders of 3-mm
diameter and 2-mm length with a field strength of 2,500mTat 1-cm
distance) were attached to the cere for the duration of each of eleven
conditioning sessions (sessions 5–15; Fig. 2c). The orientation of the
magnet was south-up (SUP) for two pigeons and north-up (NUP)
for the other two birds. With this magnet attached to the cere, the
pigeons’ discrimination performance immediately dropped to
chance level (P ¼ 0.1103), indicating that the magnet impaired
the ability of the pigeons to discriminate magnetic fields. Control
sessions where the birds carried brass weights of equivalent size
(sessions 1–4; Fig. 2c) or, following magnetic impairment, nothing
at all (sessions 16–17; Fig. 2c) showed an average discrimination
performance significantly greater than chance (both P , 0.0001)
and indistinguishable from baseline performance (Fig. 2a). Mean
performance during the brass weight sessions was significantly
better than that with attached magnets (Fobs ¼ 8.00, P ¼ 0.0048).
Magnetic impairment was temporary, however, as performance
gradually recovered over several sessions (sessions 9–11; Fig. 2c)
to the level achieved previously. This change in behaviour over time
was confirmed by a large, statistically reliable covariance (36.94,
Zobs ¼ 1.88, P ¼ 0.0297) for the mean performance over the
magnet sessions, whereas the covariances over the brass weight
and untreated sessions were effectively zero. No effect of the
orientation of the magnet (NUP or SUP) was detected
(Fobs ¼ 0.70, P ¼ 0.4071).
Second, to assess whether observed effects of the magnet were on

hypothesized magnetoreceptors located either in the eye18 or in the
upper beak area19,20, we locally anaesthetized the olfactory cavity
using a 2% lignocaine hydrochloride solution. The birds performed
normally after bathing the olfactory cavity in physiological saline
(sessions 1, 2, 6, 7; Fig. 2d) and during untreated control sessions
(sessions 4, 5, 9, 10; Fig. 2d), but performed poorly after local
anaesthesia of the olfactory cavity (sessions 3, 8, Fobs ¼ 28.93,
P , 0.0001; Fig. 2d). Discrimination was thus reversibly abolished
by anaesthesia of the olfactory cavity.
The final experiment aimed to identify the afferent nerve that

carries magnetic field information to the brain by separately
sectioning the trigeminal and olfactory nerves before they become

closely associated in the upper beak area (Fig. 3). Sham operations
followed by four conditioning sessions (sessions 1–4; Fig. 2e) in
which the birds continued to discriminate the magnetic field
anomaly after recovery (both groups P , 0.0001) provided a
control for the effects of surgery on discrimination. Bilateral
sectioning of the ophthalmic branch (V1) of the trigeminal nerve
(NV) in two pigeons was followed by discrimination performance
slightly below chance level (sessions 5–14, P ¼ 0.0034; Fig. 2e),
whereas bilateral sectioning of the olfactory nerve (NI) in the other
two birds had no such effect (sessions 5–10, P , 0.0001; Fig. 2e).
Discrimination subsequently failed in the olfactory nerve-sectioned
birds after bilateral section of the ophthalmic branch of the
trigeminal nerve (sessions 11–14, P ¼ 0.0029; Fig. 2e). The differ-
ences in discrimination performance between these three treatment
stages, as designated by the vertical lines in Fig. 2e, were significant
(Fobs ¼ 222.32, P , 0.0001).

The results from these impairment experiments are consistent
with the detection of magnetic fields using magnetite located in the
front of the head19–21 and electrophysiological experiments that have
demonstrated responses to magnetic field stimuli in V1 of the
bobolink22. They are not consistent, however, with the use of
light-mediated magnetoreception for magnetic discrimination.
We therefore suggest that magnetoreception in pigeons, and poss-
ibly in birds in general, is at least in part dependent on magnetite
located in the upper beak area with the ophthalmic branch of the
trigeminal nerve carrying magnetic field information to the brain.
The magnetic sense of pigeons thus shares a similar location (the
nasal region) and afferent nerve (the trigeminal) with at least
the teleost fishes15,23. Field experiments8,24 and a theoretical
model25 suggest that this magnetite-based system could form the
basis for amagnetic ‘map’ in homing pigeons. Now that the pigeon’s
magnetic sense can finally be studied in the laboratory in the
same way as other sensory modalities, the sensitivity of homing
pigeons to magnetic fields can be analysed in psychophysical
studies and compared with theoretical requirements for use in a
‘map’. The transduction mechanism of the pigeon’s magnetic

Figure 3 Lateral and dorsal (insert) views of the anatomical relationship between the

ophthalmic branch (V1) of the trigeminal nerve (NV), the olfactory nerve (NI) and the

olfactory mucosa in the head region of the homing pigeon (C. livia). Crosses S1 and S2

indicate the points of bilateral nerve sectioning for the olfactory and ophthalmic nerves,

respectively.
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compass remains to be determined, and we note that a separate,
light-mediated pathway has been suggested from work with
migratory birds8,18.

Our results also suggest that interpretation of previous magnetic
and olfactory impairment experiments in homing pigeons and
possibly other species, such as sea turtles26, albatrosses27 and
petrels28,29 requires caution. There is a possibility that attached
magnets, even when applied close enough to the magnetoreceptor
to elicit an effect on orientation behaviour, will produce only
temporary or incomplete impairment of the magnetic sense. More-
over, as first suggested by ref. 30, induction of anosmia by local
anaesthesia, application of zinc sulphate to the olfactory mucosa, or
olfactory nerve sectioning at the base of the beak, might simul-
taneously impair the magnetic sense because the olfactory and
trigeminal structures are in close proximity in the nasal cavity
(Fig. 3). If magnetite is present in the olfactory mucosa of the
pigeon, as it is in rainbow trout15,23, or if the magnetoreceptors are
found in nearby regions19, any of the above treatments or even
mechanical plugging of the nostrils may potentially directly affect
the operation of the magnetoreceptors themselves. To overcome the
above difficulties in interpreting magnetic and olfactory impair-
ment experiments and resolve the debate over use of magnetic and
olfactory stimuli in homing pigeons, independent sectioning or
blocking of the olfactory nerve and the ophthalmic branch of the
trigeminal nerve will be required.We suggest that our work provides
the basis for detailed studies of both the operation and use of the
magnetic sense in homing pigeons and possibly migratory bird
species. A

Methods
Experimental birds
Two female and two male experienced racing pigeons, aged 3–7 yr, were given water
ad libitum while their food intake was restricted to maintain each animal at 85% ^ 15 g of
its free-feeding body weight.

Experimental apparatus
Daily conditioning sessions were conducted in a wooden tunnel12 (3.30m length £

1.06m width £ 0.96m height) (Fig. 1) with two identical platforms (48 cm high)
located at opposite ends. Each platform was fitted with microswitches to detect the
weight of a pigeon, and a rotating feeder disc controlling access to the food reservoir
through a feeder opening. Two transparent curtains suspended from the ceiling of the
tunnel forced the pigeons to walk, not fly, between the platforms. Trial lights at either
end of the tunnel signalled the stimulus-sampling period, while four white light-
emitting diodes (LEDs) directly over each platform signalled both the availability of
the platforms for the choice response and whether or not the correct response had
been made. Insulation of the coils and location of electronic equipment in a separate
room minimized the possibility that the birds could detect any thermal or auditory
cues.

Discriminative stimuli
The magnetic field intensity anomaly was produced by two identical single-wrapped
(100 turns of 0.05-mm copper wire) circular coils of 1.11-m diameter, located just above
and below the centre of the tunnel (Fig. 1). With the coils wired in parallel and a constant,
direct current of 3.0 A passing through them, the fields projected into the central region of
the tunnel by the two coils summed to produce a distinctive magnetic field anomaly in
which both intensity and inclination changed markedly from background values of 44 mT
and 2648 to 189mT and 2808, respectively. During the control experiment, five 6.8Q
resistors were wired in parallel to match the effect of the coils’ load (1.5 A at a resistance of
1.36Q per coil) on the power source.

Nerve sectioning
Under general anaesthesia, the paired olfactory nerves (NI) were approached via a midline
burr hole made in the rostral skull. The thin, bony canals housing the nerves were opened
and a 2-mm section of each nerve was removed (Fig. 3). The ophthalmic branch (V1) of
the trigeminal nerve (NV) behind the left eye was approached after an incision through the
upper eyelid and orbital fascia and gentle depression of the globe. A 3-mm piece of nerve
was removed (Fig. 3). V1 running behind the right eye was sectioned via the left orbit
after removal of a small part of the interorbital bone. V1-sectioning did not impair the
ability of the birds to mount the feeder platform or to consume the food reward. Sham
operations involved the same procedures, except that the nerves were not cut. All birds
were given 60 h to recover from sham surgery and nerve sectioning before conditioned
choice testing.

Statistical analysis
A linear mixed model was fitted to each normally distributed data set using the Statistical

Analysis System (SAS). The model permitted us to test first for differences between the
mean percentage of correct choices made by the birds and the 50% correct choice expected
from chance performance. We could then examine the data for the occurrence of learning,
detected as changes in behaviour over time, and estimate and accommodate any
autocorrelation between sessions.

Further data analysis and computer simulations (not shown) were conducted to
determine the cause of the slightly below-chance performance in the coils-off sessions in
the control experiment, the magnetic and anaesthesia impairment sessions and the
sessions after V1 sectioning. These revealed that this below-chance performance resulted
from the interaction between the birds switching to a pattern of frequent alternation
between platforms independent of stimulus presentation during impairment sessions, and
slight, unexpected non-randomness in the balanced quasi-random order of stimulus
presentation used in this study.
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